In an effort to deepen our understanding of mammalian olfactory coding, we have used an objective method to analyze a large set of odorant-evoked activity maps collected systematically across the rat olfactory bulb to determine whether such an approach could identify specific glomerular regions that are activated by related odorants. To that end, we combined fuzzy c-means clustering methods with a novel validity approach based on cluster stability to evaluate the significance of the fuzzy partitions on a data set of glomerular layer responses to a large diverse group of odorants. Our results confirm the existence of glomerular response clusters to similar odorants. They further indicate a partial hierarchical chemotopic organization wherein larger glomerular regions can be subdivided into smaller areas that are rather specific in their responses to particular functional groups of odorants. These clusters bear many similarities to, as well as some differences from, response domains previously proposed for the glomerular layer of the bulb. These data also provide additional support for the concept of an identity code in the mammalian olfactory system.
Introduction
Olfactory transduction occurs when odorant receptors bind to different types of odorant molecular features, such as functional groups or carbon chain length (Shepherd 1987) . Each olfactory sensory neuron in mammals expresses a single type of receptor protein (Ressler et al. 1993; Vassar et al. 1993) , and the axons of olfactory receptor neurons expressing the same receptor project to a small number of glomeruli on both the lateral and the medial aspect of the olfactory bulb (Ressler et al. 1994; Vassar et al. 1994; Mombaerts et al. 1996) . Each glomerulus receives projections from a single type of receptor neuron (Treloar et al. 2002) . As a consequence, molecular features captured by the entire complement of olfactory receptors can be seen at the glomerular level either in 3D or in a 2D activity map. Thus, the glomerular layer seems privileged in its ability to reveal information about the coding strategy used by the olfactory system.
Using uptake of [ 14 C]-radiolabeled 2-deoxyglucose (2DG), Johnson and Leon have systematically mapped activity across the glomerular layer of the entire rat olfactory bulb in response to more than 300 odorants (Leon and Johnson 2003; Woo et al. 2007) . The 2DG technique is capable of resolving individual glomeruli and can, at the same time, describe the entire complement of glomerular responses to any particular odorant. Other techniques have been also used to obtain activity maps of the olfactory bulb (e.g., Salcedo et al. 2005; Mori et al. 2006; Costanzo and Kobayashi 2010) , and together, these studies have shown that odor stimuli in the rat produce spatially distinct patterns of activity in the glomerular layer that are overlapping but that differ for different odorants (Johnson et al. 1999) . The response patterns are consistent with the concept of a chemotopic organization of the olfactory system, in which particular odorant molecular features are associated with activity in spatially distinct domains Leon 2000, 2007; Mori et al. 2006; Soh et al. 2011) . The borders of these proposed domains have been assigned visually on the basis of experiments using odorants that differed systematically in structure, with later adjustments made as the glomerular response archive increased in size . As such, it is possible that the original notions of domain borders may have had an undue influence on the final models, and it also may be the case that overlaps in activity for dissimilar odorants have not been fully represented in the models. Given the current large size of the 2DG glomerular activity response archive in the rat, it should now be possible to examine the clustering of responses to specific groups of odorants using objective methods. Therefore, the main goal of this work was to determine whether glomerular responses to similar odorants are clustered in the glomerular layer. If so, we hoped to reach additional conclusions about the relationship of odorant chemistry to those clusters.
The analysis of glomerular activity patterns is a challenging problem because odor patterns are complex, highly irregular, noisy, and may contain missing values due to imperfections in the experimental procedures. For these reasons, sophisticated automated data analysis techniques are required to investigate the data structure systematically. In this work, we used cluster analysis methods to discover groups of pixels that have similar response patterns across the entire set of odorants. We focused on glomerular partitions obtained by fuzzy c-means (FCM), a method used in pattern recognition to cluster responses by allowing 1 piece of data to belong to 2 or more clusters (Dunn 1973; Bezdek 1981) .
We also validated the estimates of the best number of clusters with objective criteria. Most current clustering algorithms do not provide any estimate of the significance of the calculated results; every clustering algorithm tends to produce clusters regardless of whether the data contains true clusters. Therefore, verification of clustering results is a crucial task. To this end, we have developed a validity method (Falasconi et al. 2010 ) for fuzzy partitions based on an evaluation of partition stability under bootstrap resampling of the data, a procedure that allows us to estimate the best partitioning of the data.
Material and methods

Odor exposure
We used the uptake of radiolabeled 2DG as a metabolic marker to register glomerular layer responses to odorants, as this is the only method currently able to give a quantitative measure of relative activity throughout the entire structure at a spatial resolution sufficient to detect activity in a single glomerulus. The trade-off between exposure time and the ability to obtain a complete survey of the glomerular response in a highly heterogeneous sensory system seemed reasonable for the purpose of understanding the coding strategy of the system. At the same time, it should be noted that brief exposures to odorants results in similar response patterns (Mori et al. 2006) . Neat odorants and odorants with purities ranged from 90% to greater than 99.5% were dissolved in water or mineral oil and exposed to the rats at 1 L/min. All surfaces in contact with the odorant stream were made of Teflon, brass, or glass to minimize interactions with odorants. Each odorant was used with a dedicated set of tubing to prevent cross-contamination. The exposure chamber was constructed from a 2-L glass jar with holes bored in the lid for odorant entry and exhaust. Research-grade highpurity nitrogen gas was bubbled through the liquid odorant preparation in a gas-washing bottle to volatilize the odorants. The odorized nitrogen vapor then was mixed with ultra-zero grade air prior to entering the exposure chamber. For neat odorants, the flow rate into the chamber was 2 L/min.; for odorants in mineral oil, the flow rate was 1 L/min. The odor delivery system was equilibrated for at least 15 min prior to an exposure. All components except for the exposure chamber were equilibrated at the final flow rates for at least 15 min.
Odorant entry into the exposure chamber began after the rat was introduced so that the odorant concentration would rise steadily as 2DG became available to the olfactory bulb. Wistar rats 18-21 days old (about 30-50 g) were transferred with the dam into a cage containing clean bedding at least 1 h prior to the first exposure to reduce carryover of odors from home cages to the exposure chamber. Each rat was given a subcutaneous injection of [ 14 C]-2DG (Sigma; 54 mCi/ mmol, 0.1 mCi/mL in 0.9% saline, 0.08 mL for a 50-g rat) at the back of the neck before being placed in the odorized chamber. Exposure then continued for 45 min. After the exposure period, the rat was decapitated. The brain was removed, frozen in 2-methylbutane at 245°C and stored at 280°C. Subsequently, the slides were warmed to 220°C and sectioned at 20 mm in a cryostat. Every sixth section was taken for autoradiography, and adjacent sections were used for staining with cresyl violet to be able to register 2DG uptake specifically within the glomerular layer. Odorants, sources, concentrations, and group-averaged data matrices for specific odorants can be found at http://gara.bio.uci.edu. All procedures involving rats were approved by the UC Irvine animal care committee.
Data analysis
Mapping of 2DG uptake in the glomerular layer of the autoradiographic images was performed by taking discrete measurements dictated by a set of polar grids, the particular grid being chosen on the basis of the section's anterior-posterior position relative to landmarks detected in the cresyl violet-stained sections. Values of film density were acquired in units of grayscale and then were transformed into nCi/g tissue by comparison to autoradiographically exposed radioactivity standards. The data from separate sections were collapsed into data matrices, with the anterior-posterior dimensions of the matrices adjusted relative to anatomical landmarks. The matrices from the left and right bulbs of the same rat were averaged. The units then were transformed into ratios of glomerular uptake to uptake occurring in a defined span of the subependymal zone in order to control for different amounts and specific activities of radiolabel reaching the bulb in each rat.
One rat in each litter was exposed to a blank condition and their littermates were each exposed to a different odorant. For a given experiment, the matrices for the blank condition rats were averaged, and the response, this average blank matrix was subtracted from each matrix of the experimental rats. This blank-subtracted matrix then was converted into a matrix of z-scores relative to the mean and the standard deviation of values across the original matrix. The z-score matrices from rats exposed to the same odorant within an experiment then were averaged and visualized as a colorcoded contour chart. We prefer to display a ventral-centered orientation for displaying these charts to minimize the impact of missing tissue from the dorsal edge during sectioning. Alternative orientations, including dorsal-centered charts and rotatable 3D maps of these glomerular responses, are available at http://gara.bio.uci.edu. Prior to further analysis, all matrices for a given odorant were averaged regardless of concentration.
Before correlating molecular properties with uptake in modules, we first eliminated a number of patterns that resembled blank patterns due to excessive odorant dilution, low odorant volatility, or other unknown reasons. We also eliminated certain patterns from earlier studies for which no blank condition was available for subtraction. When our database contained multiple patterns representing different concentrations of the same odorant, we used the pattern evoked by the highest concentration, and when there was more than one pattern available at the highest concentration, we used the average of values for that concentration. Almost all normalized odorant matrices retain similar glomerular response patterns over a wide range of concentrations (Johnson and Leon 2000) , and therefore, the effect of averaging over such groups was minimal. The exceptions appear to be those odorants that contain a significant contaminant that can increases across a perceptual threshold with increasing concentration (Johnson et al. 1999; Johnson and Leon 2000) . A total of 308 odorant-evoked activity patterns were used in these correlations. The names of the odorants, their CAS numbers, and their dilutions are provided in Supplementary Table 1. The data set (http://gara.bio.uci.edu/) consists of groupaveraged activity maps of [ 14 C]-2DG uptake across the entire glomerular layer in response to odorants, some of them at different concentrations, with some replications of the same exposure conditions (Johnson et al. 1999) . Figure 1 shows the activity maps obtained for 6 odorants, where we can see the variability of the glomerular activity for these odorants. For the present analysis, each map was converted into a 1D data matrix, and all background pixels (with zero variance) were removed. Figure 1f shows a map with background pixels and Figure 1a -e maps with background pixels removed.
As a consequence of our experimental technique, most of the olfactory bulb activity maps contain some missing values due to minor tissue damage during bulb sectioning. These missing areas are mainly distributed on the border of the map and in particular in the ventrocaudal and dorsal parts of the olfactory bulb, where perfect cryostat sectioning is challenging. In addition, there is some misalignment of the maps due to the different sizes and shapes of each olfactory bulb as well as to variance in mounting of the tissue prior to sectioning. Before performing clustering, it was necessary to make all maps equal in pixels size. We restricted our analysis to the 1780 pixels that were represented in all the maps. These pixels cover almost the entire OB, except its borders. This procedure yielded 2 final data sets, 1 involving each experimental pattern (D1: 1780 · 470 pixels) and 1 involving each unique odorant (D2: 1780 · 308 pixels).
The problem addressed in this report is whether there is clustering of image pixels across odorants. By convention, the objects to cluster (the pixels) were placed in rows, whereas the odorant features were placed in the columns of the data matrix. Variance in the odorant response can be seen as a spatial spread of the activity in the matrix. Cluster analysis and validity
Fuzzy c-means
The FCM algorithm is based on the minimization of the following objective function:
where U is the fuzzy membership matrix of elements u ij , whereas V is the cluster centroids vector of elements v i . The indices i and j run over the sum operator, where n is the number of patterns and C is the number of clusters. The symbol jj jj stands for the Euclidean distance between the jth pattern x j and the ith cluster center v i . The parameter m (m > 1) is called the fuzzifier or weighting exponent, and it determines the degree of fuzziness of the FCM partition. For guaranteeing the proper convergence of the algorithm, m is set close to one for high-dimensional data sets; we set m = 1.1 to ensure a proper representation of the structure of the data set.
To understand our decision regarding the value of m, one must take into account the counterintuitive consequences of working in a high-dimensional space, such as characterizes our data set. One of these consequences is that for any structure that our data may have, data points will lay at the periphery of this structure. This is caused by the fact that the hyper volume surrounding the boundaries of any object increases more rapidly than the inner hyper volume of the object as the dimensions of the space increase (Friedman 1994) . Different values of m allow the final position of the centroids to be closer to or farther from the data points, while always minimizing the objective function. Values of the m parameter close to 2 tend to group centroids around the geometrical center of the data, a situation that produces a poor representation of the peripheral data points. For values of m below 1.45, the centroids move close enough to the periphery of the data set to obtain a proper clustering. However, the higher the value of m is, the closer to the geometrical center the centroids are. This situation translates to noisier and less-repeatable clustering of the results due to a greater distance between the centroid and data points belonging to that cluster. The proper distribution of cluster centroids for different values of m was determined by visual inspection of the 4 principal components. In light of these considerations, the value chosen for m of 1.1 is close to 1, while keeping the fuzzy nature of the method (at m = 1, the FCM algorithm is identical to the hard k-means algorithm).
Stability-based cluster validity
We used a novel paradigm for validating the identified fuzzy partitions that is based on the concept of partition stability under data perturbation. Data can be perturbed in several ways; here, we repeatedly apply bootstrap sampling on pixels and named the method bootstrap partition stability estimation (fBPSE, where f stands for fuzzy). The method has been described in detail in a recent report (Falasconi et al. 2010) . For a given number of clusters K, each bootstrap iteration produces a different data set and then by applying FCM, it produces a different data partition. We performed FCM clustering and fBPSE validity testing from K = 2 up to K = 20. We thought that it was reasonable to stop the clustering at 20 because it is comparable to the number of modules proposed by the existing chemotopic model of the olfactory bulb (Leon and Johnson 2003) .
The fBPSE estimates and minimizes, over a series of partitions with increasing number of clusters K, the partition variability given by the following relationship:
BðB -1Þ 2
where B is the number of bootstrap samples (B = 20 for data analysis). V(K) is formally equivalent to the empirical bootstrap estimate of the variance, where dð:; :Þ plays the role of distance. Actually, dð:; :Þ is a dissimilarity measure between 2 fuzzy partitions (Borgelt 2007) , and U K ðY ðiÞÞ is the membership matrix achieved by running the FCM algorithm on the ith bootstrap sample Y ðiÞ. The 2 indices i and j run over the entire set of bootstrap partitions. In our work, we adopted the adjusted fuzzy Rand index (Campello 2007 ) as a similarity measure.
Chemical meaning of the clusters
Ranking of the odorants inside each cluster
The odorant scores allowed us to rank the chemicals according to their mean activity inside each cluster; the larger the score, the more important the odorant is for the activation of glomeruli in a particular cluster. As mentioned in Data analysis, our clustering results in groups of pixels that correspond to anatomical areas of the OB. Thus, the score associated to a single odorant within a given area of the OB is simply the average activity value across those pixels. This score is captured by the following expression:
where C is the cluster and n c is the number of pixels in the selected cluster. To judge whether the score was significant, we performed a two-sample (one sided) t-test, which determines whether the odorant score inside the cluster is significantly higher (P < 0.01) than the score for pixels outside the cluster, calculated using Equation (3). For each cluster, the ranking From the computational point of view, each odorant in the database was mapped into a binary vector of molecular features to indicate whether a certain molecular feature was present in its chemical structure. We assigned a score to every chemical feature in each cluster by taking the average score value across all the odorants sharing that feature:
A large score value for a chemical feature in the given cluster c-means that the related odorants are among the highest ranking compounds in that cluster. To judge significance (P < 0.01), we used a two-sample (1 sided) t-test comparing feature scores inside the cluster with those calculated outside the cluster using Equation (4).
Results
Initial examination of data
The mean and the variance of activity values for each pixel were calculated across the 308 different odorants of data set D2 (very similar results were obtained for data set D1). The mean activity (Figure 2a ) was higher in the posterior domain of the bulb. Indeed, we observed that many odorants with diverse molecular features have their predominant activity in this area of the bulb. Activity of glomeruli in the posterior domain is more correlated with water solubility and the presence of multiple oxygen-containing functional groups rather than with the presence of any particular single functional group, as previously reported ). Conversely, the ventral aspect of the bulb had a very low average activity. Very few odorants in the database activated glomeruli in this region, which responds to odorants with long aliphatic hydrocarbon chains, odorants without oxygen-containing functional groups and methyl-substituted bicyclic compounds Johnson Ong, et al. 2007 ). These compounds constitute a minority of the odorants in the database, explaining their small contribution to the mean activity value in this area.
The distribution of the average variance of pixels across the odorant set is shown in Figure 2b . Groups of pixels with higher variance (meaning higher information content) were found to be located in the dorsomedial and dorsolateral regions of the olfactory bulb, whereas the ventral aspect of the bulb was characterized by very little variance. Focal areas of lower variance also were observed in the midlateral and midmedial parts of the bulb. Focal areas of both high and low variance occurred in lateral-medial pairs, a finding that is reminiscent of paired projection of sensory neurons expressing the same receptor into lateral and medial glomeruli and the paired responses that have been reported (Ressler et al. 1994; Vassar et al. 1994; Mombaerts et al. 1996; . The existence of regions of high variance, as well as the generally patchy distribution apparent in Figure 2b , strongly supports the hypothesis that there is a finer clustering structure inherent in the data that might be recovered by using fuzzy clustering partitions with high K values.
Data clustering and validity
FCM clustering
Principal component analysis confirmed that the difference in activity between the posterior aspect and the rest of the bulb was the main source of variance in the data set because the distribution map of PC1 was very similar to the distribution of the mean activity (data not shown). Likewise, when K = 2, the FCM method revealed 2 clusters separated along the first PC ( Figure 3a) ; one cluster coincided with the posterior aspects of the OB and the other cluster that involved the remainder of the bulb (Figure 4a ). When the number K clusters increase, the multidimensional data are subsequently split along higher PC dimension, as shown in Figure 3b . This result is expected because the FCM objective function Equation (1) with Euclidean distance is just a generalization of variance minimization method (hard c-means or k-means) and hence tends to recover hyperspherical fuzzy clusters in the feature (odorants) space. Figure 4a -d illustrates the partitions achieved by FCM at different K values. All of the partitions produced clusters of pixels paired in the medial and lateral aspects of the olfactory bulb as indicated by the color coding in Figure 4 . In order to distinguish the 2 aspects of the same module, apices were used to indicate the lateral module, 2a# is paired with 2a, etc.
This finding is consistent with the existence of lateralmedial paired regions of high variance ( Figure 2b ) and with the fact that glomeruli are coactivated by individual odorants in both the medial and the lateral aspects of the olfactory bulb (Johnson et al. 1998; ). This result is not obvious because pixels were clustered in the odorant space, disregarding any topological information related to the OB map. Therefore, pixels that are related to a different aspect the OB-hence relatively far apart on the OB map-but that are ''close'' according to their chemical response were correctly assigned by the FCM to lateral and medial domains of the same cluster.
It is worthwhile to note that by implementing different clustering algorithms, using different distances in Equation (1) or using other clustering methods (i.e., hierarchical approaches), it was not possible to reproduce this result (data not shown). Hence, this type of subdivision seems to be intrinsically related to the variance minimization criterion of FCM clustering algorithm.
In the next sections, we will discuss the intrinsic validity of the achieved FCM partitions (across different K values) as well as the possible hierarchical relationship between clusters within selected partitions.
Cluster validity
As described above, we used a bootstrap method (fBPSE) to estimate cluster validity through objective mathematical criteria applied at every partition of the data within a certain range of K values. We found that the best partition (the most stable, according to fBPSE) was at K = 3, which corresponds to a global minimum in each of the variability curves for both data sets D1 ( Figure 5a ) and D2 ( Figure 5b ). The partition K = 2 yielded a rather similar variability value; the difference between these 2 partitions lies in the splitting of the pixels belonging to the posterior clusters leading to 2 smaller clusters 2b-b# and 3b-b# (compare Figure 4a with Figure 4b ) while the remaining (ventral) area is similar for both K = 2 and K = 3 partitions. Therefore, the most reliable overall clustering seems associated with the main difference in the average activity between the posterior aspect and the remainder of the OB. However, because the partition K = 3 shows a further split between the anterior dorsal and the posterior ventral parts of the original posterior cluster (cluster 2 in Figure 4a ), there may be an important difference between those areas in terms of the odorant response. In terms of variance minimization, the transition from K = 2 to K = 3 produces a gain that comes from a further subdivision of the objects along the second principal component (Figure 3b ).
Although the most stable partition is associated with the global minimum of fBPSE variability curve (K = 3), we have pointed out in a former theoretical work (Falasconi et al. 2010 ) that local minima of variability can also represent significant ''local best'' solutions, cluster solutions, which are more stable and hence more reliable when compared with nearest neighbor partitions. Partition K = 6 (Figure 4c ) fits this condition. This partition has lower variability value as compared with lower order (K = 4, 5) and higher order (K = 7, 8) partitions (see Figure 5a ). The absolute value of the local minimum is different for the 2 data sets, being shallow for data set D2, but the 2 trends are perfectly consistent. These data further support the partition significance at local level.
Moreover, detailed investigations indicate that one of the major factors delivering higher partition variability arises from pixels belonging to cluster borders. When the number of clusters increases, the number of border pixels increases significantly while the size of individual clusters diminishes. Cluster 1a becomes 1b and cluster 2a is split up into 2b and 3b. (f) Clusters for K = 6 with boundaries of K = 3 clusters. Cluster 1b becomes 1c + 5c + 6c + 5c# + 6c#. Clusters 2b + 3b become 2c + 3c + 4c. This is the only case of a nonhierarchical subdivision of clusters in this study. (e) Clusters for K = 10 with boundaries of K = 6 clusters. Three clusters keep most of their area: 4c, 5c, and 6c that becomes 4d, 5d, and 6d, respectively. Cluster 1c becomes 1d + 10d + 10d#, cluster 3c becomes 3d + 8d + 9d, and cluster 2c becomes 2d + 7d. These results show the existence of an underlying hierarchical structure in the data. Therefore, the most reliable overall clustering seems associated with the main difference in the average activity between the posterior aspect and the remainder of the OB. However, because the partition K = 3 shows a further split between the anterior dorsal and the posterior ventral parts of the original posterior cluster (cluster 2 in Figure 4a ), there may be an important difference between those areas in terms of the odorant response. In terms of variance minimization, the transition from K = 2 to K = 3 produces a gain that comes from a further subdivision of the objects along the second principal component (Figure 3b ).
Moreover, detailed investigations indicate that one of the major factors delivering higher partition variability arises from pixels belonging to cluster borders. When the number of clusters increases, the number of border pixels increases significantly while the size of individual clusters diminishes. Cluster 1a becomes 1b and cluster 2a is split up into 2b and 3b. (f) Clusters for K = 6 with boundaries of K = 3 clusters. Cluster 1b becomes 1c + 5c + 6c + 5c# + 6c#. Clusters 2b + 3b become 2c + 3c + 4c. This is the only case of a nonhierarchical subdivision of clusters in this study. (e) Clusters for K = 10 with boundaries of K = 6 clusters. Three clusters keep most of their area: 4c, 5c, and 6c that becomes 4d, 5d, and 6d, respectively. Cluster 1c becomes 1d + 10d + 10d#, cluster 3c becomes 3d + 8d + 9d, and cluster 2c becomes 2d + 7d. These results show the existence of an underlying hierarchical structure in the data. This is shown in Figure 6 , where the only fuzzy partitions corresponding to 3 and 6 clusters are projected onto the olfactory bulb map. These fuzzy partitions can be contrasted with corresponding hard partitions (respectively, Figure 4b and c) obtained by converting the fuzzy outcome according to the maximum membership rule, where each pixel is assigned to the cluster having its maximum membership. To give an insight into the ''fuzziness'' of the cluster borders, we show the maximum membership value of each pixel in Figure 6a and b. Dark regions represent the core pixels of every cluster, for which the membership is equal to one. Observe that the number of cluster pixels belonging to borders is larger for K = 6 partition than for K = 3, which could be a reason for smoothing the depth of the local minimum.
Relevant arguments in favor of the hypothesis that OB glomeruli are clustered according to their chemical response to different odorants also come from the absolute values of fBPSE variability. Though the fBPSE method is not suited to assess the absence of clusters in the data set (K = 1 value), previous theoretical analysis (Falasconi et al. 2010 ) supported the hypothesis that low (absolute) variability values are consistent with the existence of a clustering structure underlying the data. Conversely, variability values close to 1 would argue against the clustering assumption.
For this reason, while global and local minima of fBPSE variability give indications of more relevant partitions, taking into account the dimensionality of the data set, variability around 0.3 (as shown in Figure 5a and b) may indicate the existence of a cluster structure even for high K values (K > 8), despite not being fully stable to bootstrap perturbations of the pixel sampling. The present analysis shows that from a statistical point of view, it is not possible to infer a large number of modules (i.e., 15 clusters have no more information than 14 or 16 clusters) due to the stabilization of the bootstrap variability beyond 10 clusters.
Finally, we can get additional information from the comparison of validity results obtained from the 2 data sets D1 and D2 because both the trend of the curves and absolute variability values were very similar ( Figure 5) . Indeed, the results also were very similar for the individual FCM outcomes. This result suggests that the presence of multiple maps involving the same odorant had negligible effects on the FCM clustering, and hence, on the stability of the partitions. This conclusion also was valid for other clustering parameters, such as different fuzzifier values (data not shown). These results are consistent with previous observations that most odorants evoke replicable glomerular patterns in different experiments and at different concentrations in the same experiment .
Investigation of hierarchical structure of data
The FCM algorithm is a partitional clustering algorithm, which does not allow, in principle, the production of cluster hierarchies (nested sets of nonoverlapping clusters). However, it is possible to determine whether there is any inclusion relationship within response clusters (nested sets even with partial overlap of cluster borders) between partitions obtained at subsequent K values, which denotes a possible hierarchical structure of the data.
Comparing the clusters obtained as K increases (Figure 3a d), we can observe a tendency of clusters that appear for higher K values to subdivide the area of clusters maintaining their original boundaries. Figure 3e -g shows the overlay of the resulting clusters for K = 3, 6, 10 with the boundaries of the clusters obtained with the lower value of K = 2, 3, 6. According to previous analysis, we selected K = 3 and K = 6 as best global and local partitions, respectively, while K = 10 was selected to be the point at which the variability starts to remain constant across the set of partitions. In Figure 3e , cluster 2a is subdivided into clusters 2b and 3b. Notice that we have also the same subdivision for the clusters in the lateral aspect (2a# / 2b# + 3b#). We report below only subdivisions in the medial region, even though each of them has an equivalent subdivision in the lateral region. Figure 3f shows that i. Cluster 1b, mapping the entire ventral region for K = 3, becomes clusters 1c, 5c-c#, 6c-c# for K = 6. ii. Other clusters are nested inside larger ones, for example, 2c within 2b and 3c within 3b. iii. Only cluster 4c-c# emerges on the border of the previous partition.
In the comparison of clusters for K = 6 and K = 10 (Figure 3g) , we find the following hierarchical relationships:
i. 1c / 1d + 10d, ii. 3c / 3d + 8d + 9d, and iii. 2c / 2d + 7d.
Certain clusters remained almost unchanged, such as clusters 4, 5, and 6. In this respect, we have observed that some clusters emerge at partitions involving low K values and have Figure 6 , where the only fuzzy partitions corresponding to 3 and 6 clusters are projected onto the olfactory bulb map. These fuzzy partitions can be contrasted with corresponding hard partitions (respectively, Figure 4b and c) obtained by converting the fuzzy outcome according to the maximum membership rule, where each pixel is assigned to the cluster having its maximum membership. To give an insight into the ''fuzziness'' of the cluster borders, we show the maximum membership value of each pixel in Figure 6a and b. Dark regions represent the core pixels of every cluster, for which the membership is equal to one. Observe that the number of cluster pixels belonging to borders is larger for K = 6 partition than for K = 3, which could be a reason for smoothing the depth of the local minimum.
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Certain clusters remained almost unchanged, such as clusters 4, 5, and 6. In this respect, we have observed that some clusters emerge at partitions involving low K values and have a long ''lifetime'' in terms of K, they survive almost unaltered (either for centroid position, shape, and size) up to relatively high K values before splitting into smaller clusters. This is a further concept of ''stability'' related to individual clusters that can be visually ascertained. The cluster ''invariance'' in terms of cluster shape and position can be taken as an indicator of particular validity of that cluster, albeit an objective, though not quantitative one. For example, the cluster that corresponds to modules 4c-4c# in Figure 4c originates for the first time at K = 5 and remains almost identical up to K = 10 (module 4d-d# in Figure 4d ). Similar arguments hold for both modules 5c-c# and 6c-c# that come first at K = 6 and gets unaltered until K = 10 also.
This finding may offer new perspectives for further validity studies of single clusters that have not yet been addressed. In this report, however, we have focused on a different process of validation involving the entire partition; hence, the fBPSE approach cannot be used to assess individual cluster validity quantitatively.
These results strongly suggest a) the existence of a hierarchical organization in the data, which leads to certain clusters fragmenting in smaller ones across subsequent partitions; b) there could exist a relationship-perhaps connected to the chemical meaning of clusters-between certain modules that combined together permit one to recover larger clusters found in lower order partitions; and c) the existence of certain individual clusters that are relatively more stable across the set of partitions and that can probably contribute more than others to the overall partition stability.
Response clusters and olfactory coding
To evaluate the relationships between odorant chemistry and each of the clusters that we have identified, our first approach was to rank each odorant in terms of the average activity value evoked within each cluster. Because each odorant was characterized by various molecular feature descriptors, we then could evaluate the correspondence between these features and activity within the clusters.
In the following subsections, we detail our consideration of the clusters found in the most stable partition K = 3 (clusters 1b, 2b, and 3b at Figure 3b ) and for the local best partition K = 6 (clusters 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, and 6c at Figure 3c ). Lateral and medial aspects of the same cluster (b-b# and c-c#) were considered together for our analysis, but we only labeled the cluster with a nonindexed letter for the sake of simplicity.
Clusters 1b and 1c, 5c, 6c (ventral and anterior aspects)
Only 25 of 308 odorants evoked significantly greater (P < 0.01) activity values inside cluster 1b compared with outside the cluster (Supplementary Figure S1) . Nineteen of these 25 odorants were aliphatic odorants with 8 or more carbons, independent of the particular functional group. Indeed, when analyzed with respect to their functional groups, none of the classes evoked significantly greater activity inside the cluster compared with outside it (Table 1) . Part of the reason for the low level of significance might be the large size of the cluster compared with the focal activity occurring within it for many odorant stimuli (Supplementary Figure S2) .
We then explore the response clusters for the finer partition K = 6 nested within this region and found out that cluster 5c was rather specific and mostly associated with aldehydes and alkanes (Table 2, yellow cells); these compounds constitute the majority of the top-ranked odorants activated within this. Conversely, cluster 6c was most associated with carboxylic acids (Table 2 , green cells). Indeed, cluster 6c is specifically activated by only those compounds: 12 of 15 of top-scoring odorants were carboxylic acids.
Cluster 1c, mapping the inner most region of ventral aspect, was activated by only few odorants (table provided as Supplementary Material). The top ranking compounds are related to aliphatic compounds with more than 8 carbons, yet, there are not chemical features emerging to be significant within this cluster (Table 2 ). These data are consistent with our preliminary analysis of variance, which shows nearly zero variance across the entire set of odorants in this region of the OB (Figure 2b ).
Clusters 2b and 2c (posterior, dorsal aspect)
One hundred and sixty-five top-ranked odorants showed significantly higher activity inside the cluster 2b than outside cluster (P < 0.01; Supplementary Figure S3) . The top 50 odorants in that cluster included mainly aromatic compounds (Table 1 , yellow cells) and ketones, among which were the 2 aromatic ketones 2-acetylpyridine and acetophenone (Table 1, 
green cells).
Significant results for aldehydes and esters probably reflect the presence of these functional groups in aromatic compounds because aliphatic odorants bearing these groups did not show a significant association within the cluster (Table 1 , gray cells). Results for ethers probably also reflect aromatic compounds, because almost all of the ethers in the database also were aromatic. Heterocyclic odorants, alicyclic odorants, secondary alcohols, polycyclic odorants, and hydrocarbons also showed significantly higher activity inside the cluster than outside, although their average scores were considerably lower than those for aromatics and ketones (cf. Table 1) .
Cluster 2c was activated by about 140 odorants (Supplementary Figure S4 ). Aromatic odorants, and in particular, aromatic with oxygen-containing functional groups, aromatic aldehydes, and aromatic esters showed the highest activity values within cluster 2c (Table 2 , blue cells), and activity evoked by such odorants significantly exceeded the activity they evoked outside the cluster (data not shown).
Consistent with his hierarchical organization within cluster
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Clusters 3b and 3c, 4c (posterior domain)
A total of 258 odorants of 308 showed significantly greater activity inside cluster 3b compared with outside the cluster (P < 0.01) (Supplementary Figure S5) . The 50 odorants evoking the greatest average activity in the cluster included 21 esters. Indeed, as a class, esters scored highest in their activation of the cluster (Table 1 , red cells), although nearly every molecular class (except aliphatic aldehydes) evoked significantly greater activity inside the cluster compared with outside it (Table 1 ). This result is entirely consistent with our previous finding that the highest mean activity across all odorants occurs in this area (Figure 2a) .
The aromatic odorants that were the best stimuli for cluster 2b were among the weakest stimuli for cluster 3b (Table 1 , orange cells), although in most cases, they showed significantly greater average activity inside the cluster compared with outside. Similar observations hold for clusters 3c and 4c, which are hierarchically nested within cluster 3b. Both clusters 3c and 4c respond to more than 220 odorants and both clusters seem rather nonspecific in their response to specific chemical features; all features considered in Table 2 are significantly activated for both clusters (P < 0.01). Despite this finding, the most posterior cluster, 3c, shows higher activity values for aliphatic odorants than for aromatic compounds (cf. orange and gray cells in Table 2 ). On the contrary, cluster 4c mirrors cluster 3b in its partial specificity toward aromatics, consistent with the fact that this cluster emerges on the boundary between 2b and 3b superclusters. In fact, we note that 8 of the 13 aromatic hydrocarbons in the database were among the top 50 stimuli for cluster 4c.
Comparisons to previous models
The objective partitions of bulb responses revealed in our data show some similarities and some differences compared with previously proposed domain organizations. One recognized subdivision of the bulb involves the presence of dorsal and ventral zones defined by the projections of olfactory sensory neurons expressing different types of odorant receptor genes (Mori et al. 2006) . Although the ventral projection zone(s) would be contained mostly in our cluster 2a at K = 2 (Figure 3a ) and our cluster 1b at K = 3 (Figure 3b) , our partitions are different from the ventral zone(s) in that they appear to wrap around the dorsal surface of the anterior part of the bulb. Any further comparison of the relationship between these boundaries probably will require mapping the markers of these expression zones into the Johnson and Leon odorant response matrix. Figure 7 shows alignments between clusters identified in the current study compared with those odorant response modules identified visually . Cluster 1b was found to contain 3 nested subclusters for K = 6 (Figure 3f ). Analyses of these clusters confirm a clear 2b, ketones and heterocyclic compounds also evoked more activity inside cluster 2c, but the average activity was lower than for the aromatic compounds.
Clusters 3b and 3c, 4c (posterior domain)
A total of 258 odorants of 308 showed significantly greater activity inside cluster 3b compared with outside the cluster (P < 0.01) (Supplementary Figure S5) . The 50 odorants evoking the greatest average activity in the cluster included 21 esters. Indeed, as a class, esters scored highest in their activation of the cluster (Table 1 , red cells), although nearly every molecular class (except aliphatic aldehydes) evoked significantly greater activity inside the cluster compared with outside it (Table 1 ). This result is entirely consistent with our previous finding that the highest mean activity across all odorants occurs in this area (Figure 2a) . The aromatic odorants that were the best stimuli for cluster 2b were among the weakest stimuli for cluster 3b (Table 1 , orange cells), although in most cases, they showed significantly greater average activity inside the cluster compared with outside. Similar observations hold for clusters 3c and 4c, which are hierarchically nested within cluster 3b. Both clusters 3c and 4c respond to more than 220 odorants and both clusters seem rather nonspecific in their response to specific chemical features; all features considered in Table 2 are significantly activated for both clusters (P < 0.01). Despite this finding, the most posterior cluster, 3c, shows higher activity values for aliphatic odorants than for aromatic compounds (cf. orange and gray cells in Table 2 ). On the contrary, cluster 4c mirrors cluster 3b in its partial specificity toward aromatics, consistent with the fact that this cluster emerges on the boundary between 2b and 3b superclusters. In fact, we note that 8 of the 13 aromatic hydrocarbons in the database were among the top 50 stimuli for cluster 4c.
Comparisons to previous models
The objective partitions of bulb responses revealed in our data show some similarities and some differences compared with previously proposed domain organizations. One recognized subdivision of the bulb involves the presence of dorsal and ventral zones defined by the projections of olfactory sensory neurons expressing different types of odorant receptor genes (Mori et al. 2006) . Although the ventral projection zone(s) would be contained mostly in our cluster 2a at K = 2 (Figure 3a ) and our cluster 1b at K = 3 (Figure 3b) , our partitions are different from the ventral zone(s) in that they appear to wrap around the dorsal surface of the anterior part of the bulb. Any further comparison of the relationship between these boundaries probably will require mapping the markers of these expression zones into the Johnson and Leon odorant response matrix. Figure 7 shows alignments between clusters identified in the current study compared with those odorant response modules identified visually . Cluster 1b was found to contain 3 nested subclusters for K = 6 (Figure 3f ). Analyses of these clusters confirm a clear Figure 7a . This region was best activated by aliphatic compounds of more than 8 carbons in the current analysis, a finding that is consistent with the observed ventral progressions of activity with increasing carbon number seen in this area in several systematic studies involving straight-chained compounds of differing molecular length (Johnson et al. 1999 (Johnson et al. , 2004 Ho et al. 2006) . Cluster 5c partially overlaps with a module previously identified as responding to primary alcohols, aldehydes, and phenols as well as with the dorsal part of the module previously reported to respond to hydrocarbon chains in many aliphatic compounds (cf. Figure 7a and e). Indeed, we found with our objective analysis that cluster 5c responded best to aldehydes, alkanes, and alicyclic compounds. Cluster 6c showed a very good correspondence with the carboxylic acid-preferring module (cf. Figure 7a and e) described by , and we also confirmed the specificity of cluster 6c for carboxylic acids.
Cluster 2b corresponded quite well to a module previously proposed to respond robustly to ketones and aromatic compounds with oxygenic functional groups , modules Cc in Figure 7a , showed a specificity that we also confirmed with this objective analysis. In addition, we found that this cluster also responds to heterocyclic odorants, secondary alcohols, and hydrocarbons, a finding that had not been appreciated previously. This conclusion may be due to the fact that cluster 2b also overlaps with module Dd (cf. Figure 7a and e).
Cluster 4c was found to correspond in location to modules proposed to respond to aromatic hydrocarbons , modules Dd in Figure 7a , a specificity we have confirmed here. Cluster 3b overlapped with 2 of the visually defined modules of , one of which was associated with esters, modules Ee in Figure 7a and the other that was reported to respond to water-soluble odorants, modules Ff in Figure 7a , independent of functional group . Interestingly, even though subclusters were not resolved into stable partitions by FCM, the 2 separate modules of did correspond to distinct areas of high variance (high information content) in the data (Figure 7c) , and there is a suggestion of a corresponding subdivision in the overall mean activity (Figure 7b) , suggesting that the modules likely have a true foundation in the data.
Consistent with the proposal of that the determinants of activity in the posterior bulb are not specific to a particular functional group, we found that odorants of many classes showed significantly higher activity inside cluster 3b than outside (Table 1) . As shown in Table 1 (red cells), the highest ranking odorants for cluster 3b were (aliphatic) esters, which is consistent with the fact that the cluster contains the ester module reported by . The most posterior module G that was associated with water solubility in the analysis of Johnson Ong, et al. (2007) was not entirely included in our cluster 3b due to For every cluster, the score values inside the cluster are reported (score in) together with its significance value (zeros mean P < 0.0001). Bold values are significant at P < 0.01. Colored cells are referred in the paper text.
Cluster Analysis of Rat Olfactory Bulb 11 correspondence with the results obtained by Johnson and Leon through visual association of glomerular modules to chemical properties. Cluster 1c (Figure 7e ) overlapped with the ventral-most part of the module responding to hydrocarbon chains in a variety of aliphatic compounds , modules H and I in Figure 7a . This region was best activated by aliphatic compounds of more than 8 carbons in the current analysis, a finding that is consistent with the observed ventral progressions of activity with increasing carbon number seen in this area in several systematic studies involving straight-chained compounds of differing molecular length (Johnson et al. 1999 (Johnson et al. , 2004 Ho et al. 2006) .
Cluster 5c partially overlaps with a module previously identified as responding to primary alcohols, aldehydes, and phenols as well as with the dorsal part of the module previously reported to respond to hydrocarbon chains in many aliphatic compounds (cf. Figure 7a and e). Indeed, we found with our objective analysis that cluster 5c responded best to aldehydes, alkanes, and alicyclic compounds. Cluster 6c showed a very good correspondence with the carboxylic acid-preferring module (cf. Figure 7a and e) described by , and we also confirmed the specificity of cluster 6c for carboxylic acids.
Consistent with the proposal of that the determinants of activity in the posterior bulb are not specific to a particular functional group, we found that odorants of many classes showed significantly higher activity inside cluster 3b than outside (Table 1) . As shown in Table 1 (red cells), the highest ranking odorants for cluster 3b were (aliphatic) esters, which is consistent with the fact that the cluster contains the ester module reported by . The most posterior module G that was associated with water solubility in the analysis of Johnson Ong, et al. (2007) was not entirely included in our cluster 3b due to For every cluster, the score values inside the cluster are reported (score in) together with its significance value (zeros mean P < 0.0001). Bold values are significant at P < 0.01. Colored cells are referred in the paper text. missing values at the edge of the maps for individual odorants, and the cluster included a large area that was not previously included in the module (Johnson Ong, et al. 2007 ; Figure 7 ).
Discussion
Perhaps the first point to be made regarding this analysis is that it addresses the importance of dealing with imaged data just like any other kind of data. Images of glomerular events are often shown as conclusive evidence of a valid olfactory response. However, there are many reasons why a transient increase in activity might not actually be a coded olfactory response. For example, there may be an intense glomerular response distant to the recorded glomerulus and the reported response may not be the one that the animal actually uses to perceive that odor. That is, one may be looking at a secondary or tertiary odorant response. Similarly, one may be recording a response to a contaminant that is not perceived concurrently with the dominant odor to which the individual is being exposed. Also, background odorants may be recorded that are unrelated to the perceived odor. It is similarly possible that the activity of the glomeruli could be driven by centrifugal activity, rather than only by olfactory signals. Moreover, it is not possible to know with many reported images whether the glomerular response has been artificially trimmed to resemble the size of a glomerulus, without actually matching it to a specific glomerulus. The variance associated with these alternative factors for evoking responses either in spatial terms or the variability associated with individual differences also are not known if the data is simply shown as a picture. Our technique has single glomerulus resolution and the spread in activity that we see is due both to the variability across individuals, just as one would expect in any other kind of data as well as the broad responsiveness that many odorants evoked across the glomerular layer . This variability across individuals has as a consequence a local spread and averaging of glomerular activity in our images because we are averaging across different individuals. However, the impact that this variability may have on the results obtained in this study is limited. First, because the loss of resolution that the averaging produces is much smaller than the size of the clusters reported. Second, methods based on fuzzy logic, such as the one used in this work, are more robust than other classical methods against this loss of resolution.
The use of a data matrix rather than activity-related images of the bulb allows one to treat imaged data with the same statistical approaches as one might use to describe similarities and differences across individuals on any metric. In our previous work, we have clustered the focal glomerular responses in these matrices using visual cues, along with statistical comparisons of their clustering across odorants. The objective computational approach that we report here reinforces the conclusions that we have made regarding the organization of odorant responses in the glomerular layer of the rat olfactory bulb.
The second point that should be made concerns the importance of using a wide range of odorants and measuring the response of the entire glomerular layer to such stimulation to be able to tease apart the complexities of a system that relies on a vast number of odorants that vary in multiple dimensions, along with a remarkable number of olfactory receptors that underlie the first step in olfactory coding. Given the broad response pattern across much of the bulb to many odorants (Woo et al. 2007) , it would be easy to come to the conclusion that secondary or background responses distant to the primary coding response were critically involved in a perceptual event. Considering responses across the entire bulb and stimulating the olfactory system with hundreds of odorants allows one to consider the responses that are critical for perception in relation to the secondary or background responses. Indeed, we have made the case previously that the critical perceptual signal evolves from a relational response wherein the primary responses are perceptually significant only with respect to other responses in the glomerular layer (Cleland et al. 2007 ). However, the absolute glomerular response to odorants is typically reported rather than the relative response, increasing the possibility of reporting responses that are unrelated to olfactory perception.
In addition, much of what is reported in the literature regarding glomerular responses is restricted to a small area on the dorsal aspect of the olfactory bulb. Although any responses that are seen in that area must be understood relative to the responses seen throughout bulb, these responses are typically regarded as critically related to the perception without any behavioral evidence of their importance in that regard. The use of the relative responses in this report has been validated by effectively correlating such activity to differences in perceptual behavior (Youngentob et al. 2006) . Bozza et al. (2004) , along with Soucy et al. (2009) , looked at that relatively small area on the dorsal bulb and reported that they found no chemotopy in that area. It is possible that this area of the bulb has no chemotopy or that there is no chemotopy in the entire bulb or that these studies were done with insufficient rigor to identify clusters of similar odorants that reliably activate that area. Other reports of activity in that part of the bulb have reported chemotopy (Rubin and Katz 1999; Wachowiak and Cohen 2001) , which could have been due to the existence of chemotopy for the odorants that were tested or that these responses were actually artifacts. Indeed, much more careful work has shown that this area has highly specific clustered responses for odorants associated with predators and spoiled foods that were untested in the other reports (Kobayakawa et al. 2007; Matsumoto et al. 2010) . Moreover, the importance of this area for coding these odorants was verified with destruction of the area and the consequent inability of these mice to avoid those odors. It is clear that similar odorants are processed in similar places in the bulb (chemotopy) and that these responses play a critical role in odor perception (Mori et al. 2006; Kobayakawa et al. 2007; Leon and Johnson 2009; Matsumoto et al. 2010) .
Our data also support the notion of an identity code operating in the olfactory system, which underlies the first step in odorant perception. An identity code, in which specific olfactory receptor neurons play a critical role in mediating odor perception, would have to have differential responses among different olfactory receptor neurons. Because those neurons expressing the same olfactory receptor cluster reliably in particular glomeruli, one would expect relatively reliable responses to be seen in spatially distinct areas in the glomerular layer. The data that we present in this report reinforce such a conclusion.
It is also worth pointing out again that such conclusions are reinforced by similar experiments that monitor rapid glomerular responses (Mori et al. 2006) . Electrical stimulation of the glomerular layer similarly supports the notion of an identity code because rats can distinguish between widely spaced electrical microstimuli and have more difficulty discriminating between closely placed electrodes (Mouly et al. 1985; Mouly and Holley 1986) . The conclusions of the electrical stimulation experiments closely reinforce the conclusions that we have reached in this report because closely related odorants, which evoke spatially similar responses, are more difficult to discriminate than distantly related odorants, which evoke a similar responses in the glomerular layer of the bulb (Youngentob et al. 2006) . It is therefore possible to predict the odorant from the neuronal response, the neural response from the odorant stimulating the system, as well as predicting the behavioral response from the neural response to an odorant. Elimination of areas of high activity in the bulb eliminates the responsiveness to the odorant and the relationships between the perceptions of the odors can be mimicked by electrical stimulation. Together, these data provide strong support for the notion of an identity code in the mammalian olfactory system.
In summary, we attempted to further our understanding of the functional organization of the olfactory bulb by applying fuzzy cluster analysis techniques to investigate glomerular Cluster Analysis of Rat Olfactory Bulb 13 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/chemse/article-abstract/37/7/639/300217 by guest on 19 April 2019 response patterns to diverse odorants. Toward that end, we also solved the challenging problem of validating the achieved partitions by using an original criterion based on fuzzy partition stability. We found that the organization of responses in the glomerular layer is indeed chemotopic, in that, groups of odorants sharing aspects of their chemical structure are associated with glomerular response subclusters using an objective means of clustering their responses. We further obtained evidence that the organization of the glomerular response is partially hierarchical, in that, there are some clusters that can be further subdivided into smaller regions showing higher specificity toward narrower subgroups of odorants. These data are consistent with the conclusion that there is an identity code at work in the mammalian olfactory system.
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